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letter from the editor
The start of a new decade often acts as an opportunity for selfreflection. For many undergrads, the past ten years included the
shift from child to teenager to young adult, an evolution that seems
monumental in hindsight and microscopic in the present moment. We
compare ourselves to yesterday and tomorrow and we don’t notice
the growth that’s been moving just as slowly as the passing days
until suddenly a decade has passed and everyone is given a reason
to remember who they were and where they’ve been. The value in
recognizing this change in years is due to the chance it provides us to
recognize the change in ourselves.
The new year may give us reason for this perspective, but the act of
reflection comes from us; it requires an active desire for recognizing the
effects of time on what may have once seemed so permanent. And for
as long as humans have roamed the Earth, we have relied on creation
to help us understand everything we are. We use our writing and our
art to try to make sense of our lives and our stories, our desires and our
regrets, our motivations and our choices. We try to understand not only
ourselves but the people around us and the reasons for why the world is
the way that it is.
As you flip through the pages of Periphery 57, I hope you are
reminded of this inherent and everlasting need to create. It is this desire
that connects every story, poem, and work of art found in the pages of
this journal to every person who reads it.
Deanna Krikorian
Editor-in-Chief, 57th Edition
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the unstable man
Gareth Culshaw
He rode a bike with one leg, pushed the other pedal down
with a stick made of oak. Back home he peeled an onion
while leaning against a kitchen wall. He said tears never
fell from his eyes standing that way. He had a dog
and walked him with a whistle. Sometimes he drank
from the glass that held her red lipstick, combed
his hair with her paddle brush, read her romance novels
when he slept on her side of the bed. He wrote a birthday
card to her and sent it to their home two days before the date.
And the same with Christmas, Wedding Anniversary,
and a Get Well Soon card. Every January 1st he took them
to her grave and placed them in a decomposing bag. The next
year he went back they were gone, blown away to hide
another year she’s lost.
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the process of erosion
Daniela Silva
Matryoshka Doll
It was a garage-sale treasure, like most gifts from my grandmother
were. Wooden and hollow, it came without its insides, but it had a
painted face, sweet and smiling. Its hands were folded carefully, as if
keeping up her shawl.
Grandma was a hoarder. I say that to people and they think I’m
joking, but it’s true. I remember when we cleared out her house while
Grandpa was in out-patient.
It was the summer after Mom had driven to the oncology unit in
Nebraska and Grandpa had talked to her about death for the first time
since his diagnosis, but the summer before we sped down I-70 to
Denver because Grandma called saying she didn’t know if he’d make it
to the evening.
Cleaning out the house was a labor of love. Grandma started
crying when her kids pressed to throw shit out. My mom did the most
pressing; she was the oldest, the only daughter. I think she thought it
was her job.

The Winnebago
When I was younger, I did not realize my grandparents had an actual
house. They always came to visit in their camper, affectionately called
the Mini Winnie. Different from the one my mom had known in her
childhood, the one Grandpa built from scratch.
They took me and my cousins to the Great Sand Dunes and Mesa
Verde. We climbed the Sand Dunes behind my grandfather, sliding
16

backwards every few steps. We all complained, but he never did.
We drove through the hollowed-out insides of the canyons like
blood cells wandering through the architecture of a body and as
we drove, Grandpa kept nodding at the gradient of rock outside the
windows. “You know what makes this, girls?” he always asked and
soon we learned the answer is always erosion, it’s just erosion. A
canyon and a mountain are just two extremes of the same thing. A
dichotomy, like night and day, like life and death.

Nikon-D3000
Grandpa used to sit on camping trips, camera in hand, and watch the
mountains.
What was he waiting for? I would ask and he’d set down his camera,
reaching up a shaky hand to point at the sky. For the sun to set, he
would say. It was noon.
I spent my whole life bracing for something. My doctor asks if my
family has a history of anxiety and I say, no, not diagnosed at least, and
she prescribes Lexapro and tells me to follow up with her.
I know I am not the grandchild anyone expected. I know I am
not the daughter my mother expected, but she loves me anyways.
She always says of all the grandkids, I am most like Grandpa. Quiet.
Creative. Introspective.
Grandpa was an encyclopedia of a man, had a knack for scientific
names and statistics. Pinyon-juniper is called juniperus californica.
Mesa Verde is not actually a mesa but a cuesta, gently sloping into the
ground. 71% of those diagnosed with non-Hodgkins lymphoma have a
five year survival rate. He lived over twenty.
It never felt like he was sick, not until the end.
He died facing the mountains. The last time I ever saw him, he was
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collapsing in on himself in a hospital bed and maybe that’s nothing
but erosion, too. Something solid wearing down. Matter rearranging.
There is no dichotomy between life and death. They are twin sisters,
they are stepping on each other’s heels, they are finishing each other’s
sentences. They are just another form of erosion; things in the process
of wearing away and the craters left behind.
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grand lake
Madeleine Bonnallie
I dip my feet in the water, having to stretch just enough off the dock
so the water laps at the tips of my toes. My best friend sits next to me,
playing music from the small speaker she won at a graduation party.
We’ve just finished high school. As I look across the lake at the Sunset
Bay sign, I wonder what it will be like when I’m seven hours away
from her. I wonder if the lakes in Iowa feel the same.
In photos my best friend and I sit at the front of the boat, smiling, all
teeth, with towels wrapped around our waists, hair curly and wild from
lake water and wind. In others, we sit propped up in a large innertube
tethered to the back of the boat, lifejackets hugging our chubby bodies,
sheer excitement and terror on our faces as the boat gains speed. Years
later we graduate to a flat tube, laying on our stomachs, looking at each
other, laughing about who will be the first to fall off.
I grew up going to Grand Lake with Carly, her parents and
grandparents adopting me as their own. The first time I ever spent
more than a day away from home, at the age of six, was with them. I
don’t think I’ve missed a Memorial Day weekend or Fourth of July
celebration at the lake, no matter how far we went. Even as my parents
tried to find us a home (Overland Park, KS; San Antonio, TX; Tulsa,
OK), I always had a permanent place on the bottom bunk of the ‘red
room’, surrounded by old board games, wicker chairs, worn life jackets
ranging in size to accommodate toddlers and teenagers alike. We stay
in this room almost every time, and when I set my bag on the full-size,
bottom bunk bed we always share, I’m reminded of ‘lake showers’, of
pimento cheese sandwiches on Hawaiian Rolls, old flip flops and cheap
sunglasses, late night card games that I almost never win. I’m reminded
of the long weekends that quickly slipped into years.
So as I look out across the lake, watching the sun slowly disappear
behind the trees and melt into the water, I wonder if I’ll be able to make
19
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it home for Memorial Day weekend this year. Even now, it’s only me
and Carly. Her brothers have since grown up from weeks spent at the
lake. I look down at my pink skin, the patchwork sunburn I always get
from haphazardly slathering on sunscreen before jumping off the roof
of her other grandparents’ boat. I look at the flat tube attached to the
ceiling of the dock, suspended above boat and water, slowly collecting
dust. I look at my best friend, no longer the spitfire of a little girl with
bobbed blond hair and tomboy attitude, and I start to wonder if maybe
I’m the one who fell off the tube first, if maybe the boat has already
sped off to accommodate someone else’s youth.
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a raven’s kiss
Kendall Hunt
My cold body garnered each and every punch.
The beating, the pounding, the whipping,
My blood to the floor, dripping.
In your presence, I stood void of bliss.
But yet bestowed upon me was your raven’s kiss.
Your pallid wings encircled my skin,
Tearing at my heart, my soul, from within.
Your sadistic claws,
An unrelentless blade
My life, the pitiless price to be paid
Each day, I waited
Consumed with fear of death
Another slow, slow quavering breath
I was your prisoner
The devil had snagged me,
Your hand pulled harder, harder
a grasp I could not flee.
Yet your desperate eyes told another story.
Wet with soggy tears,
Three words escaped your lips,
reincarnating all my fears.
And a dark frost hung over my heart
For I knew this raven’s kiss...
would just be the start.
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isolated games
Nathan Flaherty
First Quarter
There are times when their voices sound like fire. Each snort, snicker
and sigh like the insistent crackling of flame near death, the final flashes
of orange and blue keeping out the cold, only less natural. More like the
burning of Christmas lights. There are times when the teacher’s voice
seems to fade and all I hear is the roar. Hushed whispers like echoing
trumpets, the bored sounds of an idle youth. Windows here seem more
captivating than a past prime teacher with smacking lips, scribbling
calculus on a whiteboard stained black with prior doodles. Integrals,
derivatives, functions: the dead language of a more determined people.
First establish the dimensions of your representational rectangle…
Outside the year is dying. They don’t mind. The late November wind
silences the birds and painted leaves are losing their hectic flavor.
Autumn is being bled white. There is only the wind now, and the
thoughtless sheet of approaching winter echoing in the burnt popcorn
aromas and furrowed brows of late season high school football.

Second Quarter
You can tell what day it is without a calendar. The fever arises well
before fifteen minutes are electronically etched with egg yolk yellow
bulbs into a black score board, and our questions fill the school halls
like a thick smoke, sweet smelling and dominate. Will this pink match
the black or will that be too much? Our game begins long before
anyone takes the field, it’s a full time job being that enthused. But
when the clock does begin to tick the town shuts down. Not in an end
of the line, dead-dream Texas town kind of way (there are no tumble
weeds or cowboys here only corn and rubber band smiles) but in a
22

seemingly quaint but supercilious way. Our logo says it all, a golden
Spartan head eyes ablaze with patriotism and performance, a tattoo, or
maybe a brand, of ancient courage and outward power. But we have
no helots here to abuse, only ourselves and each other. Yet, everyone is
supportive of the boys in black, our not quite 300 Spartans. Storefronts
are dotted like small pox with golden helmets, and every business in
sight breaks out the gold streamers to hang, blowing bright against the
grey street and leafless trees. Only adults with children go to the game.
The rest, they put on a smile and cheer like Leuctra could never come
during business hours only, branded just the same in support and love
but their presence never felt in the stands. On Fridays, we all boil over
and a rising tide drowns all without a ship.

Third Quarter
We are a single cell in the stands. Rising and falling as one, we
surge forth with each play, a successful student section. We are all the
same here, now, standing on cold metal risers chilled with postseason
wind, feet covered with pink laced Nikes our mothers bought with last
year’s Christmas bonus- matching socks too, money well spent. The
sky above is black, the stars are not wanted now. We have imitation
daylight to brighten the field, florescent suns worshiping one hundred
green yards. It is wall to wall here in the student section, at our end
zone, but the density fades out as you move down the field. Thick
necked fathers screaming obscenities swarm like flies around the fifty,
and in-between, wispy haired grandparents sip hot chocolate dreamily.
Exhaust capped cars run silently in the parking lot, bottling up all who
dare not brave the bite of winter feeling wind. 8 bucks for a drink, can
you believe that… The clock is ticking away, no time outs now, down
by three. Above in a tin box two announcers, six beers deep and feeling
confident, try to say something important. They blast what we might
call music through speakers that rattle like the lungs of a heavy smoker.
Wheezing static and emphysema. Electro-punk and jackhammers.
We are in a frenzy now, each of us cupping our mouths with our
gloved hands as if attempting to cut through the prehistoric roar that
23
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is high school football. We are bugs out of amber now, splitting out
of our skins and screaming like our Kirkland-soaked fathers, sharing
one dream, a single fantasy. The ball hangs in the air like an oblong
comet and the world becomes a Polaroid. Sound waves stop midair,
rabid faces, young, old, and in-between, become stone, frozen in this
American moment. We score. We scream. A horizon of outstretched
arms. There is no name on the back of their jerseys, only a number.

Fourth Quarter
We segregate ourselves naturally after the game, win or lose.
Clique with according clique, each to their corresponding restaurant, a
designation ascribed by generations past. None can remember how it
started, but nothing can change us now, we are lock, stock and several
smoking barrels sure of where each of us is headed. The band goes to a
small burger shop on Main Street, cute with blue striped awnings and a
retro theme. It will close in two years’ time and even now the cancer in
the owner’s throat is probably erupting, bubbling over into awareness.
We don’t know that though, we just want our cheeseburgers and make it
fast. Pizza joints are a war zone, a social no man’s land up for anyone’s
grab, strained by this single night of overcrowding. Some hang black
and white photos of a nearly ignored time, an early pizza period before
when knives and nails slide like silver fish and spoiled the brown table
tops with rude canyons. Strange names and abbreviations. Chuck luvs
Allie 4 ever in a blunt heart and don’t you forget it. The team of course
jostles in the locker room first, and then heads out to party homes for
sad or ecstatic drinks, their sweat soaked faces reflected up in the eye of
every attendee and proud parent. It’s an exodus with no Moses, fueled
by Americana in the bible black Midwestern night. We all keep the
pace from the game though, going like mad toward hangouts, theaters,
and restaurants, our worlds still dominated by sixty game time minutes,
forgetting about both tomorrow and yesterday, at least for a little while.
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Overtime
Coming home though is a different matter. Pink retro lights are
dimmed and only the stars and a pale moon in the murky east stab the
night. The stands gleam like silver architecture, vacant and still in the
passing night. The lights have not yet been cut and they seem to stand
like a frozen frame in a silent movie, motionless besides the exhausted
earth. Blink and you’ll miss it because once the lights go out its all
over. Then the world begins its rolling course again, night being spun
into day by the ceaseless glide of a rock in space. The viscosity is
returning to life. These are times when I turn head first into the wind.
Close my eyes and listen to the world disappear under the gushing of
northerly wind. A roaring stream of invisible water, windowless and
deep. Endless darkness and flowing wind. Cold is creeping in, like
autumn into summer, spring into winter. I don’t mind. My eyes are
closed, my ears filled. But beneath my feet the not yet frozen earth is
sighing, and the corpses of once frenzied leaves are oozing into the
somber ground. Birds don’t sing at night and it is no different now, the
white trunked trees are mute in the unbounded night like scarecrows
in a plowed field. Soon we will be clad in caps and gowns, frozen like
drops of water in photographed rain, becoming the strange silence that
falls between songs on a playlist. The momentary wait and the witless
expectation. The disappointment and the freedom. A photocopied
smile hung on every face. My eyes open and I turn towards my car,
the night’s synthetic orchestra returning. Ambulance sirens screaming,
alarm clocks ringing, the world smelling only of cold. The eggshell
night is cracked with dawn’s first light, and above my head Cheshire
Cat stars blink out, one by one.
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be brave
Kaitlyn Schaefer
Verb, Imperative form. First known usage: To his younger sister, at
night, after she came running into his room crying about a monster
in her closet. Opening the closet, sifting through shirts still on their
hangers, he concludes nothing is there. Still, he takes her back to his
room. “Be brave. Nothing is going to get you.”
Definitions:
1. Do not tell mom and dad. They will laugh, waving off your sister’s
fears with claims of an overactive imagination like they did to you.
2. Tuck her tightly into bed, like dad used to, and tell her that nothing
will get her under the blankets. You promise blankets are monster proof
– blanket magic is too complicated for them.
3. More importantly, nothing will get past you as you crawl into bed
beside her, keeping one eye on the door. Fall asleep after she starts
snoring. Any scratching sounds are only the wind.
4. Blanket magic does not exist. Teddy bear armies have proven to be
effective methods of keeping creepy crawly boogeymen at bay. Pull
childhood stuffed animals from your closet. Arrange them around her
room as a surprise. She will be delighted and carry your favorite (Miss
Struddle) everywhere.
5. Sleep soundly. She will not need you tonight.
6. Mom says it’s just the house settling. (Specifically, in your closet.)
Ignore the sounds that weren’t there before.
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7. Ignore any eyes that appear there too. Dad says it’s a trick of the
light. Think about getting a new stuffed animal for your closet.
8. When your sister comes in the next night, and every night afterward,
repeat the following steps: Check closet, look through hanging shirts.
Find back wall (You do not find it), and see something nothing in
closet. Take her back to your room and tuck her in a little too tightly.
When morning comes, check closet again. Find back wall (it’s there
now). Ignore shirts on floor.
9. Argue with dad when your sister says her closet door opened in the
middle of the night. Tell him there is something trying to get her. Dad
will yell. The door was hung wrong (it was not). It has always done that
(it has not). The house is settling (the house is growling). To end the
argument, Mom will say:
10. There is no such thing as monsters.
11. Tie shoelaces around her closet door handles. This will make her
feel safe. You say nothing can get in and nothing can get out. (You learn
later this is a lie.)
12. She will ask about the sounds coming from under her bed. Mom
says it was the laundry machine. Dad says it was him getting a drink.
You spend the night with her. Laundry machines and dads do not sound
like growling.
13. Lay very still as the bed shifts. Something Nothing is dragging
itself out from underneath her bed. Hold your sister tightly as the
click of claws on wooden floors becomes prominent. She will squirm,
uncomfortable and half asleep. Throw Miss Struddle to the floor. The
movement will subside with a snarl.
14. Ignore scratch marks under her bed. Mom will ask how you made
such horrible scuff marks. Dad will ask you not to try and rearrange
your sister’s furniture.
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15. While visiting a friend, ask if he hears strange things at night.
Shrugging, he says nothing out of the ordinary – just the house settling.
Forget about growling beds and closet eyes during your stay. You sleep
easy for the first time in a while. Your new teddy bear (Bumpkin) stays
in the duffle bag.
16. Mom is in hysterics when you come home. Your sister is missing.
17. You don’t know where she is. You know.
18. Your parents will not listen. They never have. Do not bother trying.
Go stand in your closet until nothing something is there. It is curious
about you. Check her bed, it says.
19. An endless chasm that leads somewhere you do not know lies under
her mattress. It is empty and cold. Be brave. You are the only one who
can help her now.
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where the southern crosses the
yellow dog
Nathan Maughan
Roadmap
In the back of my old closet at my parent’s place are five cardboard
boxes, Avon boxes from the 70’s, sunburnt and leathery. Inside are
stacks of all of my grandfather’s big band arrangements, all written
by hand for the Nick Maughan Orchestra, the dance band he would
someday lead. The band he never led.
There’s a folder for each instrument, each stuffed so full of paper
that they barely balance on a music stand. The tunes are catalogued by
genre: 100’s for dance tunes, 500’s for waltzes, 700’s for polkas. There
are serious jazz arrangements like “Kid From Red Bank,” and there’s
also what my grandfather called “Mickey Mouse Music” - the songs
you played to get paid. His penmanship is meticulous, as clear as a
print, and never varying—a rarity for jazz arrangers.
The bottom two boxes contain the full conductor’s scores. The paper
of these sheets is more worn, the real work, penciled in a more personal
script. The staves are littered with eraser marks, contrasting the sure ink
of the individual parts, the only evidence that he ever thought twice. I
cling to these notes, his directions. These pages were meant for only his
eyes, the conductor’s eyes. The eyes I never saw.

Cartographer
Arriving home from his day job teaching, my grandfather would
have a smoke, put on the kettle, and settle at the kitchen table. He
would flip on the radio and listen. The song would end, his pencil still
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scraping the page over the sound of the now boiling water, the next
song just beginning. Maybe now, he would switch the radio off to finish
scribbling the melody down, to decipher the chords. Maybe he’d start
writing the new song and finish the first later. Perhaps he stood up and
poured instant coffee into the kettle before continuing. Or maybe he
would forget about the kettle altogether. I’m told he did that a lot.
My father tells me that it was very rare to hear him transfer to the
piano to pick out a melody or determine a chord. He didn’t need to,
being blessed with perfect pitch. He continued until dinner, sometimes
after, every day until Friday, when he would leave for a gig with
whoever wanted him that night and return around sunrise to sleep most
of the day. My father didn’t see him most weekends.

Fuel
I left the kettle with my parents, too. Kettle is a generous title; it’s
really a Corelle Ware teapot. The teapot is white with an aluminum lid
and a plastic handle unsuited for use on the stovetop, while the metal
collar prevents microwave use. Even so, the ecru stained interior,
pocked with the wounds of careless stirring suggest that the kettle was
used regularly. A blue tri-flower emblem its humble adornment, most
likely a match for some long-forgotten dinnerware set.
I first saw the kettle after my grandma died, the day when her
grandkids were let loose through her house to take what they wanted.
I picked the kettle, remembering my father’s stories about my
grandfather drinking endless cups of instant coffee. Perhaps there
was something else to the kettle, a message in the charred underside,
instructions written in the language of his forgetfulness. In high school,
I used the kettle a few times for my tea, but soon relapsed into the hairtrigger convenience of the microwave or the Keurig.

Souvenir
He only played on one album—West Des Moines Dixieland Band’s
Here We Go Again! I found a test pressing in my grandma’s basement
30

and took it for myself. The record itself is in perfect condition, no pops
or scratches, sheathed in a solid white sleeve.
My father first played me the record on a frenzied-living-room
Saturday while digitizing his record collection into an MP3 collection.
It was the first time I had heard my grandfather play. His piano
comping danced through the valleys of the rolling banjo and held the
horns aloft on its scaffolding so they could paint their colors over
the white sleeve of the record. I listened to the album religiously,
transcribed Francis “Cigar” Bates’ bass solos, and showed everyone
I know, genuinely expecting them to share my excitement. Above all,
I cherished the last track on Side 1, “Yellow Dog Blues,” sung by my
grandfather in a brassy, piercing voice, unadorned with the flourishes of
showmanship.

Signs
Every time I meet a veteran of the local jazz scene, I wonder if they
played with my grandfather. I wonder if they search those memories
for the same bearing they found in his playing. I wonder how he
changed their trajectory. I ask my father if grandpa would have played
with them. Sometimes, I even gather the courage to ask them if they
remember him. He was a loud man and a tremendous pianist, able to
hold a conversation with you while he improvised a solo. He’d be hard
to forget. Almost every time, they say no.
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St. Mary’s hotel and cathedral
Allison Kaefring
Teach me to pray
to the god of the open road
the god of the golden haired
corn swaying in the breeze
the god of this tractor going twenty miles
an hour down a lane and a half of highway in front of me.
We pass the old St. Mary’s Church across
from the sign for Motel and the capital
M stands above us with twin spires like a Cathedral devoted
to being on your knees and working with your hands
to harvest rows of confessions
that stay hidden behind the peeling paint of a door
with a cross turned to a stiff 7 by age and vandals.
The door that’s not quite as soundproof as it should be
like all other doors at all other churches
passing out (judgement) (forgiveness) (absolution) (adoration)
like motel keys- open to anyone willing to stay. Pressed
Like a nun’s habit
of painting her own garden instead of Eden
I want to know how to accept this life
I lead. To see the fields surrounding me
as something worth immortalizing
and giving back to the world as holy. To pray to the patron saint of the wild
flowers that grow between the rigidity
		
of the corn rows- wherever there’s room
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to breathe. And the god that blesses
each town with nothing
but a gas station, a bar, a seedy
Motel, and an equally lonely church
standing against the open sky and empty
pasture like the sunset over the field mid-harvest
Its as dusty and as golden as Midwest Catholicism
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A lego
Laurel Cramer
I was walking down the stairs
that are not mine
but I wasn’t really on the stairs
I was drowning in conversations
from yesterday and later today
and when I got to the landing
I was pulled back suddenly
because I found a lego in my pocket
it was white and tiny
the small plastic, mosaic tile
makes my stomach twinge
this has to be Caleb’s
it snuck into my pocket when I left
the lego and this house are both foreign
I imagine building the house out of legos
rebricking it bit by bit until
I have made myself a castle
until I break my whole landscape
so something feels familiar
so this vastness can’t swallow me
I puncture the dried clay in the backyard
with the hard edge of the lego
and till the soil enough with my shoes
that it begins to grow my mother’s herbs
her rosemary sprouts and I
am snapping the flowers off
so it doesn’t turn to seed
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the house I’ve built is flowering
and I’m ripping buds off as fast
as my hands will go and
now I have fists of flowers
that I’ve killed to keep myself alive
I can’t eat the flowers, they’re bitter
but they’re pretty— so I set them in the vase
standing in the center of this greenhouse
and out of the clay floor I’m shaping a small boy
he’s my Adam but I’m naming him Caleb
he has blonde hair and brown eyes
but he feels cold to the touch
and his clay mouth is pressed shut
I’ve managed to carve something beautiful
but I can’t breathe my life into it
I think about offering him the white square
but instead I put the toy back in my pocket
I carry it with me for the day
when I touch it I feel lighter
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Self-Portrait as Death’s Scythe
Emily Larson
It’s Tuesday and I’m having an existential crisis
I don’t clock in 9-5, my job requires
Absolute devotion. Death used to be
Dan—made in America
But capitalism’s jaws chewed him up
and spit out Hell’s best salesman
He’ll tell you your dreams are
Made of Maseratis and martini masochism
But that’s just to numb what you’ve done
Damnation is inevitable when you ignore
People without water and donate to
A crumbling relic whose doors will
Never open for a sinner like you
Hell is a place on earth
It’s an economic system with neon light
Lies. Climb the pyramid
On the dollar bill and you’ll find me
Crescent point glaring at my victims
I’ll watch your body float down
Styx, my tears of remorse emptying
Into the river with you. Payment is due
There’s still debt in death
the price of your greed is
a shallow grave
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My blade is cleaned with
Satire stained satin and polyester
The stripes on a flag made by

Seven deadly sins. Red ones that
Bleed across and white ones, the only
Color welcome here. Stars are dazzle
Camouflage in a country full of decoys
It’s Wednesday and I’m still hurting
Take the coins off their eyes
I want to see who I’ve maimed
Because Death doesn’t take a day off
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below my balcony
Madina Tuhbatullina
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I want to be a snowflake lying in a pile of my equals. The white
snow on the gravel is clean, fresh, sparkling with an excitement of a
child’s eyes. It waits for me there, a cloud that will let me evaporate, a
comforter, cozy, inviting, a polar bear that will hug me with its white
fir and free me from my body. I look up, scared to be enveloped in my
dreams. It is not time for a foggy mind.
I step back inside from the balcony, trying to remember what
thought hovered above me before I got distracted. The habitual coffee
sits in the pot. I decide to make six cups to clear my vision. I found
that it helps when I ran out of my medicine for the first time. That night
I felt a little more pushed out of this world than usual, a passenger
standing squeezed to the exit door in a packed metro bus. At the next
stop, I would be gone.
I sip the hot black coffee, sensing, or imagining, how it makes
everything sharper. The fresh bitter taste almost washes out the desire
for the fuzzy texture on the gravel under my balcony. I sip again.
Thoughts about my job start creeping in. I think of the projects I need
to complete. That is someone else’s responsibility now, since I am on
medical leave.
I don’t know what to do with myself, so I find things to stare at.
The colorful patterns of my carpet allow for more time of observation.
Following its design, I realize that now even the carpet is a poem
I know verbatim. My therapist told me to work on a jigsaw puzzle
whenever I am bored. It is calm, she says. She doesn’t allow much
else: television, video games and social media trigger my anxiety. So
I go towards the black desk with puzzle pieces laying haphazardly. I
try putting the image together. After a minute or so of careful picking
and placing, I get irritated at the little square of a picture I created. I
crumble it. The squiggly pieces, colorful on one side and grey on the
other, look much better in a pile.
The hint of fresh air outside pulls me from that thought. Without the

memory of walking there, I find myself on the balcony again. There is
only a brisk cold, no wind, no piercing sunshine, no heaviness in the
clouds, just a soft light gently illuminating the pile of snow. I put my
mouth in a circle and puff out air. I want to be just like it. Melted into
purity.
My leg stretches up and over the chill metal strap of railing that
reaches my waist. The limb is hanging beyond my apartment. I turn to
my side, sitting on the railing like on a carousel horse. All I have left to
do is to fling myself to my right to be devoured by the rare white tiger.
I breathe—
“Hey! Get back in!” a man yells at me. There is terror in his voice. I
wish it were anger, hatred for my actions. I look down, he is still yelling
something at me. I notice the neighboring buildings. Square giants with
dozens of square eyes. They are dirty from the past rains, rusty in some
spots, old paint falling off. They are shambles that decide to fake some
sort of structure, standing around me like a blockade. I hate it. I hate the
man. I swing my leg back inside the balcony. I will wait for a nicer day.
I look at my mug and realize I need a refill.
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Love, Oppy

Allison Kaefring
My battery is low and it’s getting dark
It’s not a message that causes immediate panic.
You’d think I would respond after the storm but it was a slow
fade of wearing myself down and you should have seen it
coming but you don’t even realize
that this time Opportunity
won’t respond. You’re a hall full of lonely
nerds surely you could have predicted
these results given the samples of dust and ashes
I gave you. You tried
to reach me so many times, but the final attempt
wasn’t listening for a response, it was a farewell
far too emotional for a plucky little robot
who hasn’t seen a person in a decade
and a half. Before you
were bright and full of yourself
and me and a hope that something was out there waiting
for you to find it.
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You serenaded me with Billie Holliday
Reminding me that she will be looking at the moon
but thinking of me
like I was at a fancy party with a crystal
Chandelier of cut glass and a pianist in a tuxedo
worth more than we’re paying
him instead of left battered
and grimey- stained a bloody metallic
red by everything I sent back
to you, by my mission where the stars hang
and glisten without the need of brass shaped

to hold light. The particles of dirt and rock reminds you that I was here
60 times longer than was intended
and how could I respond
laying at the edge of a crater named Perseverance
surrounded by my life’s work. I’m not
on the moon. I’m not the young
shiny new toy people invested their days into
anymore. Maybe when there is more funding
you will come back for me. But you’ve already spent too much
how much did it cost to send me that song? And which one of you
bastards sent me 800 love letters
worded like commands
to try and re-establish
contact? What did it buy you, but the choice
of how to say goodbye?
I was supposed to live 90 days on a planet
far from home but its been 15 years
and I run and I run and
I ran. I was not meant to stay
this long so why are you so shocked? Why are you calling
out into the void trying to find me? And why give up
the day before couples celebrate a holiday
people forget is in remembrance of a man
who, in the dust of a colosseum, was fed
to lions for his belief that something was out there
that you couldn’t prove
and neither of us could measure.
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Melancholy narcissus
Anna Welsh
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curls
Emily Larson

kiss
Emily Larson
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wonder
Carissa Dannen
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La llorona
Kara Andreski
50

plaza de america
Bri Dressel
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Ocular fixation
Emma Stockman
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Flee
Bri Dressel

Self Portrait
Kara Andreski
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Des moines international
airport mural design
Marissa Hernandez
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Double Monument
Tim Dendy
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A denizen of the dark sea
Kathryn Vollmer

Life jackets
Marissa Hernandez
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Chicken Croquet
Anna Welsh
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